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R1983 HES/HES-IE Impact and Process Evaluation

Project included:
• Impact evaluation of every HES & HES-IE measure 

and fuel type combination
• Comprehensive process evaluation 
• Customer profiling effort (entire residential portfolio)

Today’s Meeting:
• Deep dive on air sealing & insulation results
• Why?

– Collectively reflect ~2/3 of total savings for both programs
– We found low gross realization rates for these key 

measures; realization rates were better/higher for others
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The Two Key Topics We’ll Discuss Today

2. Low Insulation Installation Rates
A much lower percentage of HES participants installed insulation after their 
assessment compared to similar programs in MA and RI

1. Low Average Weatherization Savings 
We found much lower savings for air sealing and insulation – for both 
programs – relative to ex ante estimates
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• Share key results
• Benchmark results against similar regional programs
• Explain how we confirmed the validity of the results 
• Discuss drivers of the results
• Preview recommendations

For each topic, we will:

• Please stick to clarifying questions until we cover both 
topics.

After the second topic, we’ll open it up 
for group discussion on both topics.
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Presentation Format



Topic 1. Low Average 
Weatherization Savings
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Results
Air Sealing & Insulation Savings
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Core (air sealing) and Rebated/Add-on (air sealing & insulation 
savings) are well below both program’s expected savings.
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Results

*Average participant savings, as calculated by the evaluation team, using tracking data and the current PSD gross savings 
algorithm and gross savings realization rate

Core Rebated
Program
(Cohort: 
2019)

Ex Ante* Ex Post Realization 
Rate Ex Ante* Ex Post Realization 

Rate

HES 69 17 25% 269 77 29%

HES-IE 71 11 15% 273 108 40%



Benchmarking
Air Sealing & Insulation Savings
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Benchmarking: Similar Regional Evaluations

Home Energy Services (then)
Residential Coordinated Delivery (now)
- Type: Market Rate
- Completed: 2018
- Analyzed Cohort: 2015-2016

Income Eligible Single Family
- Type: Income Eligible
- Completed: 2020
- Analyzed Cohort: 2017-2018

EnergyWise Single Family
- Type: Market Rate
- Completed: 2020
- Analyzed Cohort: 2017-2018

Notable difference: 
All three programs in MA 
and RI perform air 
sealing during insulation 
installation (not the 
assessment like in CT)

R1603 
(previous CT HES & HES-IE 
Impact Evaluation) 
- Completed: 2019
- Analyzed Cohort: 2015-2016
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Program (State, Cohort) Methodology Air Sealing 
Savings (CCF)

Market Rate

HES (CT, 2019) Billing Analysis 17

HES (CT, 2015-16) Billing Analysis 64

EWSF (RI, 2017-18) Building Simulation* 33

HES/RCD (MA, 2015-16) Building Simulation* 31

Income Eligible

HES-IE (CT, 2019) Billing Analysis 11

HES-IE (CT, 2015-16) Billing Analysis 59

IESF (RI, 2015-16) N/A N/A

Benchmarking: Air Sealing Savings 

Evaluated air sealing savings for HES are lower than benchmarks, although 
though much closer to the benchmarked results than R1603 (in blue)

*The outputs of calibrated building simulation model of individual weatherization elements (e.g., air sealing, wall 
insulation, attic insulation…) scaled to fit whole-home billing analysis-based result.  
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Benchmarking: Air Sealing & Insulation Savings 

Similar story for fully weatherized participants: ex post is much less than 
R1603 but closer to benchmarks
This tell us: Air sealing & insulation results are low, but not as low as ex 
ante or R1603 suggest

Program (State, Cohort) Methodology Air Sealing 
Savings (CCF)

Market Rate

HES (CT, 2019) Billing Analysis 77

HES (CT, 2015-16) Billing Analysis 218

EWSF (RI, 2017-18) Billing Analysis 93

HES/RCD (MA, 2015-16) Billing Analysis 125

Income Eligible

HES-IE (CT, 2019) Billing Analysis 108

HES-IE (CT, 2015-16) Billing Analysis 217

IESF (RI, 2015-16) Billing Analysis 120
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Benchmarking: Longer-Term Savings Trends

There is a very clear downward 
trend in evaluated savings over 
time for both air sealing and 
insulation. 

More soon: Both MA and RI are 
conducting impact evaluations in 
2023 (on 2021 cohorts)

This tell us: 

• Lower savings than the prior evaluation is 
common 

• Higher R1603 weatherization savings 
(relative to MA and RI) meant a steeper 
decline resulting from R1983 was possible
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Benchmarking: Installation Rates by Insulation Type 

Rebated HES participants 
installed fewer types of 

insulation than 
Add-On HES-IE

• Consistent with evaluated 
savings - and intuitive given 
difference in payment structure 
at time

• HES participants installed more 
than market-rate programs in 
MA but less than RI

• The effective pre- and post-R 
values were generally similar 
across all programs



Results Validation: 
Multiple Savings Methods

Air Sealing & Insulation Savings
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Validation: Multiple Estimation Approaches 

We used three approaches: The results were lower than the ex-
ante savings for all three. 

1. Billing Analysis Model (PPR with matched control)
2. Billing Data Comparison (Weather-normalized comparison of annualized 

consumption for treatment and control groups)
3. Building Simulation (Based on pre- and post-participation tracking data and billing 

data calibrated)
HES  HES-IE

Core Rebated Core Rebated
Billing Analysis 
(Modeled) 17 77 11 108 
Billing Data Comparison
(Difference of Differences) 10 68                                     0 96 
Building Simulation
(Calibrated to Billing Data & Based 
on Program Tracking Data) 66 154 31 144 
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Program 
(Cohort Analyzed)

Billing 
Analysis 

(CCF)

Building 
Simulation

(CCF)

Difference
(Ratio of Billing Analysis to 

Building Sim Savings)

HES
(CT: 2019) 77 154 50%

EWSF
(RI: 2017–2018) 93 245 38%

Home Energy Services
(MA: 2015–2016) 125 194 65%

Validation: Multiple Estimation Approaches 

Why not use the building simulation results? 
• Higher savings from building simulation are typical
• An NREL study found that overprediction of consumption was particularly acute (41%) for 

older, poorly insulated homes - the very homes these programs serve. 
• Ratio of billing analysis to building simulation results (for HES Rebated) inline with 

benchmarked studies

This tell us:
Engineering approaches, 
like building simulation 
and algorithms, 
consistently overestimate 
savings and consumption 
relative to industry best 
practice of billing 
analysis. The results for 
R1983 are no different.



Results Validation: 
Alternative Control Groups

Air Sealing & Insulation Savings
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Validation: Alternative Control Groups 

We observed a decrease in 
consumption from “pre” to 
“post” (as defined by their 
match) in our control group.

• Important: Decreases in control 
group consumption impacts savings 
for the treatment group

• Was trend specific to “future” 
participants? Were future 
participants taking early efficiency 
actions? Were they different in some 
way that biased model results?

To test this, we also re-modeled 
using a randomly sampled, 
general population customers 
as our matched control group.
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Validation: Alternative Control Groups 

Matched Control (HES) Core Rebated

Future Participants 17 ± 5 77 ± 9

General Population 19 ± 6 84 ± 10

• The general population customers showed a 
similar consumption trend over the same time 
period.

The results were nearly identical. 

Average normalized annual 
consumption  (based on 

previous 12 months)

• The decrease exhibited by the “future” 
participants is consistent with broader usage 
trends - confirm their validity as a 
representative control group.

This tells us: 



Results Validation: 
Consistency with Building Science 

Principles
Air Sealing & Insulation Savings
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Validation: Consistency with basic building science principles

We confirmed results are consistent with building 
science principles.

o Higher savings associated with higher pre-program consumption
o Higher initial air leakage is correlated with higher gas consumption 
o Higher savings for participants with greater CFM reductions

This tell us:
Our model results are intuitive 
and show more savings when 
savings opportunities exist.



Savings & Realization Rate 
Drivers

Air Sealing & Insulation Savings
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• According to vendor IDIs, most spend between 2-4 
hours at each home and typically do two homes per 
day

• That includes surveying, direct install measures, air 
sealing, “kitchen table” wrap-up and, for some 
customers, the DOE Energy Score.

• It’s less than MA RCD average (6 hours of air sealing), 
which occurs during separate visit

It’s a lot to air seal while performing 
other assessment functions.
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Drivers: Air Sealing at Assessment
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More recent HES participants 
consume less energy prior to 
participation
• Underlies the downward trend in evaluated 

savings: less consumption = less potential 
savings

• In CT, we found less weather-normalized pre-
program consumption for subsequent HES 
cohorts between 2018-2020

• Correlated with smaller homes in CT, but there 
are more factors at play: less “low-hanging 
fruit”, repeat participation, greater saturations 
of condensing systems and smart thermostats
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Drivers: Lower Pre-Program Consumption

Normalized Consumption in 2017 
by HES Cohort
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• Higher reported savings exacerbate low realization rates
• Consistent with previous evaluation
• Algorithmic approaches are very sensitive to pre-R-

values
• HES & HES-IE reported lightly lower pre-R-vales than 

MA & RI programs, which drives up ex ante algorithmic 
estimates

The PSD is (really) overstating savings

24

Drivers: Low Realization Rates



Recommendations
Air Sealing & Insulation 

Savings
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1. Ensure incentive structure – for customers and vendors –
encourages comprehensive weatherization

• Consider tiered or bundled incentives that increase as participants act 
on more recommendations

• Explore optimizing incentive levels across insulation types to 
encourage more greater wall insulation

• Retain elevated incentive levels increased in 2020 to drive deeper 
action

• Try escalating vendor incentives when participants act on more 
recommendations

26

Recommendations: Addressing Low Savings
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2. Increased targeting

• Evaluation found higher air 
sealing and insulation 
savings for customers with 
greater pre-program usage

• Provide vendors with 
access to consumption data 

• Consider marketing efforts 
targeting highest consumers

27

Recommendations: Addressing Low Savings
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Recommendations: Addressing Low Savings

3. Consider a field assessment of air sealing

• Provided tracking data showed lower air sealing savings for 
inspected sites compared to uninspected sites, which 
suggest missed opportunities

• Consistent with previous evaluation (R151, a 2015 study that 
included onsite inspections of assessed HES homes)

• A more empirical follow-up to R151 could provide more 
definitive insights into air sealing savings and the value of the 
program’s current assess-and-sealing-in-one-visit approach.
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4. Don’t switch to modeling

• We looked for a “better” 
weatherization algorithm to help 
improve ex ante estimates – there 
isn’t one

• The CT PSD algorithm is 
consistent with most TRMs
• Realization rate
• Updated HDD/CDD values
• “R effective” value (accounts for 

framing and, indirectly, sets a 
minimum value threshold)

Why not modeling?

• Some vendors in other states (like 
MA) use building simulation 
modeling, but it is not more 
accurate enough to merit the data 
collection required

• Modeling is also time consuming; 
likely incompatible with CT’s 
current delivery model

RI, ESWF (2014)

Recommendations: Addressing Low Savings



Topic 2. Low Insulation 
Installation Rates
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Goal: Identify efficiency opportunities and, through 
incentives and education, to get customers to act on those 

opportunities.

• Obvious, but essential when considering the effectiveness of an assessment-
based program

• For HES, which requires a customer co-pay, this primarily means getting 
participant to insulate their homes

• Metric: Installation Rate (Insulated Homes/Assessed Homes)

31

About assessment-based program design 



Results
Insulation Installation Rates
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HES trails well behind 
neighboring states in 
insulation adoption.

The percentage of 2019 HES 
participants that install insulation  
following their assessment is less 
than half that of programs in MA 
and RI.

33

Results: HES Installation Rate
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The statewide dashboard shows it’s a long-term trend – with a 
modest uptick in 2021 and 2022 (likely due to elevated incentives)
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Results: Historical Install Rates
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HES vendor-specific install rates vary widely: from 5% to 33%
Limited to vendors with at least 100 assessments
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Results: Significant Vendor Variation

• Vendors are either 
targeting/marketing 
differently and/or 
some are much 
better salespeople, 
which indicates a 
training opportunity

This tell us:
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Drivers
Insulation Installation Rates
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• Different Assessment Delivery. CT air seals during initial assessment 
while MA and RI do not. 
– It’s possible HES participants think they’re “done” after assessment
– The vendor’s full plate during assessment limits time to engage with customer

• Modest recall for “kitchen table” wrap-up. ~1/3 of HES participants did 
not recall their vendor discussing recommendations with them at the end 
of their assessment. 
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Drivers: Low Installation Rates
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Lower Historical Incentive Levels
• In 2019, prior to the elevated incentives, HES aimed to cover 50% 

of insulation costs, which is less than MA’s historical 75% 
coverage. Dashboard data for 2021 and 2022 shows higher 
incentives helped but did not close the gap.

Pre-weatherization Barriers
• Intuitive to expect the incidence of pre-wx barriers to increase 

over time with market penetration. Theoretically possible, but 
unlikely there is a higher prevalence of barriers in CT (relative to 
MA and RI).
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Drivers: Low Installation Rates
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Recommendations
Insulation Installation Rates
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1. Directly incentivize vendors on their install rates.

• Right now, the payment structure incentivizes vendors 
to air seal and move to the next customer

• Tying vendor incentives to insulation installation rates 
closely align vendor and program interest

• Added motivation for vendors to carve out time for 
kitchen table wrap-up and/or follow-up post-assessment

40

Recommendations: Addressing Low Install Rates
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2. Provide dedicated sales training 

• Vendors said they could train anyone to assess homes, but it is more 
difficult to turn technicians into salespeople

• Program supported sales-focused training should include providing 
language to articulate value proposition, enumerating benefits, 
emphasizing non-energy benefits

• Consider leveraging best practices from vendors with highest install rates
• Be clear with participants: We air sealed today, but that is not enough. 

41

Recommendations: Addressing Low Install Rates
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3. Simplify and sharpen messaging
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Recommendations: Addressing Low Install Rates

MassSave

EnergizeCT

– Comparison of 
MassSave.com & 
EnergizeCT.com 
highlights 
difference in 
framing and 
specificity

– Try make the 
value of the 
program clearer

https://www.masssave.com/en/residential/rebates-and-incentives/home-insulation
https://energizect.com/rebates-incentives/insulation
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Summary
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Summary

Key Findings
• Saving lower than ex ante, but not as far from 

benchmarks of older cohorts
• Clear downward trend in savings over time 
• Lower pre-program consumption means less 

savings potential
• Comprehensive air sealing difficult in ~half day 

given other assessment responsibility

1. Low Average Air Sealing & Insulation Savings

Key Findings
• Far behind regional benchmarks; long-term 

trend
• Until recently, lower incentives regionally
• Significant vendor variation suggests 

different abilities and approaches
• Opportunities to refine message

2. Low Insulation Install Rates

Recommendations
• Ensure incentive structure encourages 

multiple actions and deeper savings
• Target high energy consumers
• Consider additional study of air sealing 

practices
• Keep PSD algorithm up-to-date but don’t 

switch to modeling

Recommendations
• Direct incentive vendors using installation 

rates
• Provide sales-focused vendor training
• Simplify and sharpen communication about 

incentives
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What’s “better” – generating less savings at more home (i.e., HES’ air seal during 
assessment approach) or more savings at fewer homes (air sealing and insulation)?

Oversimplification of complex question, but important to consider when making 
program design decisions
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Comparing Program Delivery Models Using These Results

CT MA 
% of 

Assessed 
Participants

Average 
Savings/Participant

(CCF/year)

% of Assessed 
Participants

Average 
Savings/Participant

(CCF/year)

Assessment Only
(Includes air sealing for CT, but not 
for MA)

82% 17 68% 0   

Installed Insulation After 
Assessment
(Reflects air sealing and insulation for 
both states)

18% 77 32% 125 

Overall 100% 28 100% 40 
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Questions & Discussion



dbruchs@cadeogroup.com 
Doug Bruchs (Cadeo)
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